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HERA SAABI

HERA SAABI is a jewellery label designed and produced in New 

Zealand by Maeve Woodhouse (Design Director and Goldsmith) 

and Margie Cooney (Creative Director). 

Inspired by the contrast of imperfect nature and geometrically 

constructed environments, Hera Saabi jewellery reflects world 

in twisted formation. It is a label rooted in the sacred ritual of 

adorning in precious metals, and stands for feminine strength,  

considered deisgn and supporting local creative communities.



Mooner Eclipse ring



Floater pendant



Our debut collection, AWE. was inspired by a sense of wonderment and admiration for our existence and place 

in this world. Touching on the comparative insignificance of humans to our planet and within the vast chasms 

of space, the collection is a celebration of the miraculousness of humanity in all of its glorious imperfection and 

intriguing diversity.

Mirroring contrasts in form, the collection utilises the juxtaposition of fine lines, simple metals and finishes with 

the complexity of the human body and its underling connotations, allowing each piece to feel simultaneously 

familiar and intriguingly alien. The naturally- occurring curvature of the human body comes into harmonious 

contrast with the geometrical precision of each piece’s overall structure. It is a collection of meticulous detail, 

executed with elegant simplicity. Elongated earrings, designed as statement pieces, are lightweight and wearable, 

accentuating the feminine neck and décolletage. Small, human forms wrap their silver and gold bodies around 

elegant fingers, to give a subtle appendage- accent, and gleefully swing from suspended circles.
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